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The horse portrait, having a chunk of paint on its nose like dirt and a paintbrush in its mouth, is the
portrait of myself. ̶I have my own family.

Masato Kobayashi

In this exhibition, Kobayashi will present a new series of works in which he uses his model as his motif, in
addition to the portraits of a horse in which the horse holds a paintbrush in its mouth and looks like it is about
to come out of the painting. In one artwork, the depicted model is holding onto the side of the canvas and
about to emerge from the canvas (Model of this Planet (Woman with a Scar on Her Chest), 2021). In another
one, the traces that the fleeing model made creates a new painting (Running-Man, 2021). By letting the
physicality of the painted object decide the physicality of the painting, Kobayashiʼs paintings generate a reverse
power dynamic where the model, not the artist, controls his paintings. After all, his image is not depicted on
canvas but located far beyond meaning and concept. As the spectators of the planet, we will have to
revolutionize the field of our imagination and create new images of our own. Along with this exhibition, we will
present Kobayashiʼs installation, A pair of artworks, exhibited separately = LOVE, connecting the Roppongi Art
Complex, thanks to the support from the Contemporary Art Foundation. Please enjoy the exhibition.
July 2021, ShugoArts

Exhibition overview
Masato KOBAYASHI

Family of this Planet

Friday, September 10 ‒ Saturday, October 16, 2021
Venue: ShugoArts, complex665 2F, 6-5-24, Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106-0032
Opening Hours: Tue-Sat noon-6pm, closed on Sun, Mon and Public Holidays
*The opening reception will not be held this time. Due to the COVID-19 outbreak, we have shortened our opening hours.

A pair of artworks, exhibited separately = LOVE
Venue: Contemporary Art Foundation, 4F Piramide Building, 6-6-9, Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo
Opening Hours: Thu - Sat, noon - 6pm, closed on Sun - Wed and Public Holidays
Supported by Contemporary Art Foundation
About the artist
Born in Tokyo (1957), Masato Kobayashi has explored his own definition of painting since the mid 1980s. Having deemed that “it is too late to paint
after stretching canvas over a wooden frame,” Kobayashi established his way of painting by stretching canvas and painting simultaneously. During
his artmaking process, he puts paint on his hand directly from paint tubes and applies colors by rubbing them on the canvas which he holds in place
with the other hand. The artist creates image and space at the same time, and his methodology, which seems to integrate the soul of painting and
body together, allows his artwork to stand out in the exhibition space and leave a strong impression on the viewers. Selected solo exhibitions: Artist

and the Model, ShugoArts, Tokyo, 2019; ART TODAY 2012, Sezon Museum of Modern Art, Nagano, 2012; MASATO KOBAYASHI ‒ The Paint of the
Planet, Nariwa Museum, Okayama, 2009; Starry Paint, stars of outer space by pure painting, Tensta Konsthall, Spanga, Sweden, 2004; A Son of
Painting Masato Kobayashi, S.M.A.K., Ghent, 2001; KOBAYASHI Masato, The Miyagi Museum of Art, 2000. He published the first volume of his
autobiographical novel trilogy, Paint of this Planet ̶ Under the tree at Hitotsubashi University, in 2018, followed by the sequel, Paint of this Planet

̶ Duifhuisstraat 52, in 2020. The third volume, the conclusion of the Bildungsroman, is scheduled for publication in 2022.

◆Other artists' news are available on：http://shugoarts.com/en/topics/
ShugoArts complex665 2F, 6-5-24, Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106-0032 / +81 3 6447 2234
Enquiry Exhibition: Minako Ishii / minako@shugoarts.com

www.shugoarts.com

Press: Nayuta Otani / nayuta@shugoarts.com

